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Abstract—Functional description information refers to the
texts that describe the functionality or performance charac-
teristics of a certain object. This type of information is of
great potential value for the field of intelligence discovery. Thus
automatically and accurately identifying this information from
large amounts of texts on the web is very important. In this
paper we reduce the functional description problem to a binary
classification task deciding whether the input sentence is a
functional description sentence or not. However, there exist lots
of comment texts in the web data, which are semantically very
similar to description texts, making our task quite difficult. Also,
existing methods only provide general sentence representation
models, which can’t lead to targeted ways to solve our prob-
lem. Therefore, to address the problem, we not only exploit
contexts, like many other previous work did, but also introduce
indicator word information to learn rich representations. And
in order to incorporate them both, we propose two models,
namely ICNet(multi-tasks) and ICNet(ensemble). ICNet(multi-
tasks) exploits them jointly in a integrated process of learning
representations, while ICNet(ensemble) exploits them by two
respective but concatenated sub-models. Experimental results on
the collected real-world dataset indicate that both ICNet(multi-
tasks) and ICNet(ensemble) achieve higher F1 scores compared
with FaxtText, CNN, RNN, LSTM and Bi-LSTM, QuickThought
models on this task.

I. INTRODUCTION

Functional description information refers to the texts that
describe the functionality or performance characteristics of a
certain object. For example, a description text containing the
details about some technical parameters or functional config-
urations of an industrial product. This type of information is
often considered to be of great potential value for the field
of intelligence discovery, especially when it involves business
intelligence or national secrets, like descriptions about the
competitive products or weapons of hostile countries from
undisclosed official files.

There are many sources on the web that may contain
functional description information such as tweets from twitter,
posts from forums and articles from blogs. Thus automatically
and accurately identifying this type of information from para-
graphs or long articles is very important, which not only helps
to gather intelligence efficiently but also saves people from
large amounts of tedious reading work.

* Corresponding author: Tingwen Liu.

In this paper, we take sentences as the basic units of
functional description information, and reduce the problem
of identifying functional description information with a given
text to a binary classification task, which is to predict whether
the input sentence is a functional description sentence or not.
There are following reasons: first, larger units like functional
description paragraphs are too rough to be put into use in
practical application because it still requires lots of manual
work to find truly useful information among them; second,
smaller units like functional description phrases are hard also
unnecessary to pinpoint their start points and end points,
because in most cases people will still have to look up to the
adjacent words to verify whether they are truly exploitable.
third, sentences are the most applicable units, and also, di-
viding texts into sentences can simplify the problem in an
effective way.

In terms of sentence classification tasks, that learning
meaningful sentence representations and then using them for
classification have become common practices. Based on that, a
lot of previous work have proved that contexts are exploitable
in learning sentences’ semantic representations [1], [2], and
meanwhile introducing external knowledge can lead to more
targeted ways of solving specific problems [3], [4]. For our
task, although we regard sentences as the basic units of
functional description information, it doesn’t mean that the
sentences are isolated from their contexts. Thus the contexts
of sentences can’t be neglected in learning representations.
Moreover, having discovered that in the web data there exist
lots of comment texts which semantically are very similar to
description texts, we put forward indicator word features inside
sentences (details can be seen in section II-B) as the external
knowledge to deal with this problem.

However, the existing sentence classification methods pro-
vide no framework for learning sentence representations in-
corporating prior knowledge both from context sentences and
from inside words simultaneously. In that case, we come up
with two ideas. The first idea is to learn two representations
utilizing contexts and indicator word information respectively
and then concatenate them as the final one. And the second is
to learn one representation but exploiting these two kinds of
prior knowledge jointly at the same time. According to these,



after having referred to the existing general sentence represen-
tation models utilizing contexts, we adopt quick-thoughts (QT)
proposed by [1] and, on the basis of that, propose two models,
namely ICNet(ensemble) and ICNet(muti-tasks), to solve our
problem. ICNet(ensemble), aligning with the first idea, on the
one hand applies QT to get a representation making use of
context sentences, and on the other hand converts the input
sentence to a vector sequence containing both the category
and location information of indicator words so as to combine
them with a CNN model for getting the other representation
exploiting indicator words. As for ICNet(muti-tasks), guided
by the second idea, it changes QT so as to utilize contexts
along with indicator word information simultaneously. Specif-
ically, drawing inspirations from fast-sent, we add an extra
training objective of using sentence representations to predict
inside indicator words to the original QT so as to make the
change.

To sum up, main contributions of our paper are as follows:

• We propose the task of identifying functional description
information in light of their high intelligence value, and
reduce it to a binary sentence classification task. For this
new task, we collect science and technology news corpus
and manually annotate 6107 samples as our dataset.

• in order to get good results on this classification task,
we propose two different models, ICNet(multi-tasks)
and ICNet(ensemble), which incorporate prior knowledge
from both contexts and indicator words in learning rich
sentence representations.

• Experimental results on the collected real-world dataset
indicate that our two models both achive higher F1 values
compared with FaxtText, CNN, RNN, LSTM, Bi-LSTM
and QT models, and additionally, they can be used for
different application scenario respectively according to
different needs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II states the preliminaries about QT approach and indicator
words. Section III explains our two models in detail. Section
IV introduces the build-up process of dataset and indicator
word dictionaries for experiments. Section V presents the
details about the configurations and results of the experiments.
Section VI introduces related works regarding text classifica-
tion tasks. Section VII draws a conclusion.1

II. PRELIMINARIES

As mentioned above, the problem of identifying functional
description information can be resolved by regarding it as
a sentence classification task. Formally described, let S =
{s1, s2, s3, ..., sn}, L = {l+, l−}, where S represents a piece
of text data and si represents the i-th sentence in S. Label
l+ represents the functional description information category
while label l− represents the opposite. And if si belongs to
a functional description sentence, it will be tagged with l+,
otherwise l−.

1We will release our code and datasets after the paper is accepted.

Before explaining our proposed models, it’s important to in-
troduce the QT approach and indicator words first because they
both play important roles in learning sentence representations
in our methods. Section II-A and Section II-B are arranged to
introduce them in detail respectively.

A. Quick-thoughts Model

Similar to lots of unsupervised sentence representation
approaches, QT is also constructed based on the encoder-
decoder model where an encoding function computes a vector
representation of an input sentence, and then a decoding
function attempts to generate the words of a target sentence
conditioned on this representation. But QT gives up attempts
to generate a context sentence given an input sentence, but
alternatively replaces the decoder with a classifier which
chooses the target sentence from a set of candidate sentences
as a discriminative approximation to the generation problem.
In this way, it facilitates using the meaning of current input
sentence to predict the meanings of context sentences. With no
need to reconstruct the surface form of context sentences, it is
able to ignore the irrelevant aspects in constructing a semantic
embedding space.

The general architecture of QT can be seen in Figure 3(a).
Let s be a given sentence and Sctxt denotes the set of sentences
appearing in the context of s (for a particular context size) in
the training data. For a given context sentence sctxt ∈ Sctxt

, let Scand be the set of candidate sentences which contains
the only valid context sentence sctxt and many other non-
context sentences. The probability that a candidate sentence
scand ∈ Scand is the correct sentence (i.e., appearing in the
context of s) is given by

p(scand|s, Scand) =
exp[c(f(s), g(scand))]∑

s′∈Scand
exp[c(f(s), g(s′))]

(1)

where f and g denote parametrized functions that take a
sentence as input and encode it into a fixed length vector, and
c is a scoring function/classifier.

The training objective maximizes the probability of identi-
fying the correct context sentences for each sentence in the
training data D, which is

Jqt =
∑
s∈D

∑
sctxt∈Sctxt

log p(sctxt|s, Scand) (2)

In this method, c(u, v) = uT v. Additionally, both f and g
are RNNs using gated recurrent units (GRU) as the RNN cell,
but they have different parameters. The words of the sentence
are sequentially fed as input to the RNN and the final hidden
state is interpreted as a representation of the sentence.

As you can see from above, QT do not take the form of a
binary classifier which takes a sentence window as input and
classifies them as plausible and implausible context windows.
Instead, it only requires ground-truth contexts to be more
plausible than contrastive contexts. Also, c is simply defined
to be an inner product for the reason that minimizing the
number of parameters in the classifier encourages the encoders



Fig. 1. Examples of function indicator words, entity indicator words, quantifier indicator words and numeral indicator words.

Fig. 2. Two representative positive samples and two representative negative
samples selected from our dataset.

to learn disentangled and useful representations which avoids
an undesirable solution where the model learns poor sentence
encoders and a rich classifier to compensate for it. In the end,
the concatenation of the outputs of the two encoders [f(s)
g(s)] is used for the final representation given sentence s.

B. Indicator Words

we spot that the functional description sentences usually
tend to contain certain kinds of words, which can be summa-
rized into 4 categories, namely (1) function indicator words,
which express certain functions or performances, (2) entity
indicator words, which indicate the described objects, and
usually are proper nouns of some specific domains, (3) quan-
tifier indicator words, and (4) numeral indicator words. The
examples are presented in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 2, we present two representative pos-
itive samples and two representative negative samples of our
dataset, and the bold-faced words are their indicator words.
The first sentence overall gives a functional description about
”Thor”, and the second sentence partially contains functional
description about ”bazooka”. The third and the fourth sentence
give no functional descriptions. After taking a careful look
at these samples, we draw the following conclusions. First,
usually functional description sentences tend to contain more
indicator words both in numbers and in categories, thus it’s

of good benefits to pay attention to those indicator words
in our models. Second, Indicator word information alone
is not sufficient to predict functional description sentences.
As you can see, the fourth sentence also contains many
indicator words but it’s a negative sample. Third, compared
with functional description sentences, commentary sentences
may rarely involve quantifier indicator words like the fourth
sentence. In that case, indicator word information helps to
distinguish them.

III. OUR METHODS

As mentioned above, we regard sentences as the basic units
of functional description information and have transformed
the identification problem into a sentence classification task.
However, existing methods of general sentence representation
models are not sufficient for obtaining a good classification
result in our case. And that is owning to their ignorance
of the characteristics of functional description sentences and
incompetence of telling the small differences of semantics
between our targets and commentary sentences very well.
Therefore, to cope with that challenge, we exploit prior knowl-
edge from both the contexts and the indicator words of input
sentences to learn rich representations. And in order to incor-
porating them both, we propose two models ICNet(ensembel)
and ICNet(multi-tasks). And the following Section III-B and
Section III-A will introduce them respectively.

A. ICNet(multi-tasks) Model

The architecture of the ICNet(multi-tasks) can be seen
from Figure 3(b). As you can see, ICNet(multi-tasks) is
constructed based on QT, but It is able to utilize not only
context sentences but also indicator words simultaneously for
learning sentence representations. Drawing inspiration from
fast-sent, which learns sentence representation by predicting
words of adjacent sentences, we construct ICNet(multi-tasks)
that incorporates indicator word information by increasing
a new training objective of predicting the indicator words
of input sentences. In other words, it not only uses the
meaning of current input sentence to predict the meanings
of adjacent sentences, but also to predict the meanings of its
indicator words. Consequently, it’s equipped with two training
objectives. The first objective remains the same as that of
QT, and the second training objective is explained as the
followings.



Fig. 3. (a) The Architecture of original QT, which aims to chooses the context sentence of target sentence from a set of candidate sentences. (b) The
Architecture of ICNet(multi-tasks), which also needs to predicts the indicator words appearing in the target sentence.

For a given sentence s, let w be a word in c, then the
probability of predicting w given s is:

p(w|s) = exp(uTs · uw)∑
w′∈Vs

exp(uTs · uw′)
(3)

where Vs is the set of words in s, uw is the word embedding
of w, and us = f(s) is the output of encoder f as the sentence
embedding of s. Thus, this training objective is to maximize
the probability of predicting the correct indicator words for
each sentence in the training data D, which is:∑

s∈D

∑
w∈IVs

log p(w|s) (4)

where IVs is the set of indicator words in s.
It has to be mentioned that if we do not add constraints

to this objective function, the final representations of sentence
may degenerate into the representations of indicator words.
Obviously this is not an ideal result, thus we modified the
original objective function to alleviate this phenomenon:

Jiw = max(δ,
∑
s∈D

∑
w∈IVs

log p(w|s)) (5)

where δ is the upper threshold of Jiw. It means that when
the value of Jiw exceeds δ, loss of current sample is no longer
calculated.

In that case, the ultimate training objective of this model is
to maximize:

Jqt + Jiw (6)

In conclusion, the key thought of ICNet(multi-tasks) is to
incorporate both contextual information and indicator word
information at the same time. In that case, it learns sentence
representation from those two aspects simultaneously. Given
an input sentence s, first it is computed by an encoder function
f as a vector representation f(s), and then it is used as the
inputs flowing into two parts for different uses. One part uses

Fig. 4. The architecture of ICNet(ensemble) model. The left part is a original
QT model and the right is a CNN model to encoder the sequence of indicator
words in the target sentence. We concatenate the sentence vector and indicator
word features to predict the target sentence is functional description or not.

it to choose its adjacent sentence within the context window
from a set of candidate sentences, while the other part is to
predict the indicator words from all of its words. This way
the representations are learned with rich semantics not only
inferred from context sentences but also implied by important
characteristics of sentences inside.

B. ICNet(ensemble) Model

The architecture of the ICNet(ensemble) can be seen from
Figure 4. As you can see, for a given sentence, its rep-
resentation is the concatenation of two parts. One part is
obtained from a pre-trained QT model, and the other is from
a CNN model. These two parts learn different representations
separately. Since the details of QT have been introduced
in Section II-A, next we will focus on the CNN model to
introduce how indicator words inside the input sentences are
exploited here.



As illustrated in Section II-B, we have summarized four
types of indicator words. For each type of them, we construct
an independent dictionary. Note that the details about the con-
struction of indicator dictionaries can be seen in Section IV.
Formally described, let D1, D2, ..., Dn be the n independent
indicator dictionaries for n types of indicator words. In that
case, given a word w, depending on whether it exists in some
certain indicator dictionary, we can decide whether this word
is an indicator word or not, and if yes then which category it
belongs to. By that means, we can use a (n + 1)-dimension
word vector to denote this indicator word information. As
shown in Table I, if w exists in Di, the i-th entry of its vector
will be set to 1 while the others are zeroes. Otherwise, the
(n+1)-th entry will be set to 1 and the others will be zeroes
at the same time.

For each input sentence, all of its words can be converted
to this (n+1)-dimension vectors orderly. And then we use the
sequence of these word vectors as inputs to CNN. In our case,
this CNN is composed of one convolution layer and one max-
pooling layer. By that means, CNN is able to further extract
high-level statistical features regarding those indicator words
inside the input sentences.

In conclusion, the key difference between ICNet(ensemble)
and ICNet(multi-tasks) is that ICNet(ensemble) exploits con-
texts and indicator words separately by two sub-models while
ICNet(multi-tasks) integrates them both in the same represen-
tation model. And that makes it more flexible on how we
utilize these two kinds of prior knowledge. As you can see,
ICNet(ensemble) is able to capture more information about
the categories and the locations of indicator words inside the
input sentences. The concatenation of two sub-models is very
simple but also effective.

IV. DATASET

In this work, we collected science and technology news
corpus of military category, which is obtained by crawling
web-pages from two well-known Chinese forums: TieXue
forum2 and CJDBY forum3, and both of them are the most
popular online communities in China. A large number of
people publish their posts and articles in these two web-forums
every day, which includes large quantities of reposts of science
and technology news. Compared with other social media like
WeiBo and Twitter, the text contents published in these forums
are more formal, and more suitable for experimentation.

We collected 34765 related posts in recent five years
from the two target forums. 218513 sentences in total from
those posts are utilized as the unlabelled datasets to train
ICNet(multi-tasks) and QT of ICNet(ensemble). After the
web-page parsing and filtering, we manually annotated 6107
samples for the sentence classification task, which includes
3073 positive samples and 3034 negative samples.This dataset
is further divided into two parts: 80% samples are used for
training the classifier and 20% for testing.

2http://bbs.tiexue.net
3https://lt.cjdby.net

TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF INDICATOR WORDS

Word Type Word vector
altitude Function Indicator Word (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)

rifle Entity Indicator Word (0, 1, 0, 0, 0)

kilogram Quantifier Indicator Word (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

three Numeral Indicator Word (0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

write Other Word (0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

In order to build the indicator word dictionaries, we crawled
a lot of wikipedia entry pages under the military category 4.
and extracted entity words like weapons, function words, and
quantifier words from those web-pages as indicator words. In
total, we get 475 entity indicator words, 50 function indicator
words, 44 quantifier indicator words.

A. Experimental Setup

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first give a description of the experimen-
tal setup, including baseline models, evaluation metrics and
experimental environment. Then we show our experimental re-
sults to demonstrate the effectiveness of our models compared
with baseline models, the effectiveness of incorporating indi-
cator word information and the effectiveness of incorporating
contextual information. In the end, we give the comparison of
our two models and state their different application scenarios

1) Baselines and Evaluation Metrics: In this paper, we
introduce five baseline models, namely FaxtText, CNN, RNN,
LSTM and Bi-LSTM, and compare them with our two models.
Specially, FastText [5] is a library created by the Facebook
Research Team for efficient learning of word representation
and sentence classification. FastText combines some of the
most successful concepts introduced by the natural language
processing and machine learning communities in the last
few decades. These include representing sentences with bag
of words and bag of n-grams, as well as using sub-word
information, and sharing information across classes through
a hidden representation. FastText also employs a hierachical
softmax that takes advantage of the unbalanced distribution of
the classes to speed up computation. Many experiments show
that FastText is often on par with deep learning classifiers in
terms of accuracy, and many orders of magnitude faster for
training and evaluation.

We evaluate our work with three metrics: precision, recall
and F1-measure, which are the most widely used metrics
in text classification tasks. The precision rate is defined as
the proportion of predicted positive samples that are really
functional description sentence, while the recall rate is the
proportion of real functional description sentence that are
correctly predicted. The F1-measure is the harmonic mean of
the precision rate and the recall rate. These are also standard
evaluation metrics in text classification tasks.

4https://www.wikipedia.org



TABLE II
COMPARISION WITH BASELINE METHODS

Prec. Rec. F1
FastText 0.8059 0.7941 0.8000
CNN 0.8169 0.7483 0.7812
RNN 0.8158 0.8207 0.8182
LSTM 0.8088 0.8432 0.8256
Bi-LSTM 0.8197 0.8392 0.8293
CNN(iw) 0.7762 0.6970 0.7345
QT 0.7892 0.8639 0.8250
ICNet(ensemble) 0.8460 0.8501 0.8481
ICNet(multi-tasks) 0.8167 0.8884 0.8510

2) Parameter Settings: We implement our models with
PyTorch v0.4.0, and optimize hyperparameters with annealing
algorithm built in hyperopt library [6]. All the experiments
in this paper are conducted on a physical server which is
configured with two Nvidia Tesla P100 GPU cards and 24 GB
memory. The physical server provides the ability to present
high parallelism performance of CNNs due to cuDNN primi-
tives [7]. In this paper, jieba segmentation [8] is employed to
divide the sentences into words.

For the vector representation, we set the dimension of
word embedding to 128, which is randomly initialized with
uniform distribution between [−1, 1] and learned by model
training. The dimension of sentence embedding is set to 256.
For the QuickThought in ICNet(ensemble) and ICNet(muti-
tasks), the number of RNN units is 256, the batch size is
256, and the learning rate is 5e−4. For the CNN module in
ICNet(ensemble), it has 128 filter kernels with a size of 5,
and takes indicator feature vectors of 5 dimensions as inputs
as mentioned above, and the learning rate is 1e−3. The upper
threshold δ of Jiw is set to 0.5 heuristically. Following [9],
the probability of dropout is set to 0.5 to prevent overfitting.
All the input sequences are padded and truncated to a fixed
words-length of 60, each experiment are enacted ten times and
the average is taken as the final result.

A. Experiment Results

1) Comparison with Baseline Methods: The experimental
results are shown in Table II. It is easy for us to draw following
conclusions. First, the precision, recall and F1 score of our
baseline methods are all close to 0.8000, which is very good
in terms of real-world dataset. Second, our two models achieve
the highest two F1 scores, 0.8510 and 0.8481, compared with
other models, which validates the effectiveness of our methods.

By closely looking at CNN along with RNN models includ-
ing RNN, LSTM, Bi-LSTM, we can find out that CNN obtains
a higher precision value while RNN models achieve higher
recall value. That is probably because that CNN is focused
on extracting high-level statistical features of input sentences
while RNN models pay much attention to the semantics. CNN
tends to find the patterns of functional description sentences
accurately so that it has a relative higher precision but lower
recall. And RNN models are more good at learning sentences’

TABLE III
EFFECTIVENESS OF CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION

Prec. Rec. F1
RNN 0.8158 0.8207 0.8182
RNN-RNN 0.8216 0.8373 0.8294
RNN-QT 0.8382 0.8756 0.8565

semantics but without introducing indicator words they may
mistakenly recall those commentary sentences, thus they get
higher recalls but lower precisions. Also, no matter CNN or
RNN models, they both learn representations without using
contexts and indicator words thereby achieve lower F1 socres
compared with our models.

2) Effectiveness of Indicator Words: In order to observe
the effectiveness of indicator words, on one hand, we remove
QT from ICNet(ensemble) and use the left CNN (referred
as CNN(iw)) to test the classification result. It turns out that
its F1 score reaches 0.7345. Although it’s the lowest but it’s
much higher than the random guessing rate 0.5. This result
validates the effectiveness of indicator words but also indicate
that indicator word information alone is not sufficient for
learning rich semantics. Also on the other hand, we compare
the experimental results of our two models with that of QT
respectively. As shown in Table II, ICNet(ensemble) improves
2.31%, and ICNet(multi-tasks) improves 2.60%, compared
with original QT model. These manifest that despite the
different ways of exploiting them, indicator words helps to
improve the classification results significantly.

3) Effectiveness of Contextual Information: In order to
observe the effectiveness of contextual information, we put
a control experiment. The first thing to note is that we take
the experimental result of RNN as the baseline. Then, in
order to observe the classification result after incorporating
contextual information, we test the experimental result on
the RNN-QT model, which obtains sentence representations
simply by concatenating the respective outputs of RNN and
QT. In the mean time, in order to rule out the effects of
dimension increase, we test the result of the RNN-RNN model
for comparison, which is constructed simply by replacing QT
with a same RNN. As shown in Table III, the RNN-QT model
is 1.66% higher in precision, 3.83% higher in recall and 2.71%
higher in F1. Apparently, contextual information contributes to
learning better representations and promoting the experimental
results, which is consistent with the results of previous works.
Specifically in our case, we argue that it’s possibly because
in practice not all sentences are very clear in semantics when
we look at them separately, and with contextual information
we can estimate them more easily.

4) Comparison of our two models: Last but not least,
we make a comparison between our two models, namely
ICNet(ensemble) and ICNet(multi-tasks). It’s easy to discover
that ICNet(multi-tasks) is 0.29% higher in F1 score than
ICNet(ensemble), which demonstrates that ICNet(multi-tasks)
utilizes contexts and indicator words in a better way during the
process of learning representations. That is possibly because



although ICNet(ensemble) is able to exploit more information
about indicator words with CNN, it fails to integrate two
representations very well with a simple concatenation oper-
ation. However, both two models can be of use in different
application scenarios. As you can see, ICNet(multi-tasks)
achieves a high recall with 0.8884. If we care less about
precision and want to find functional description sentences
as much as possible since we will manually verify the results
later, ICNet(multi-tasks) is a better choice. But if we don’t
want the subsequent manual filtering procedure, normally we
will expect a relative more balanced result about precision and
recall, and in that case, ICNet(ensemble) is a better choice.

VI. RELATED WORK

The related work can be roughly divided into two groups:
text classification and sentence representation.

A. Text classification

The sentence classification problem in this paper is a typical
text classification problem. Text classification refers to the
activity of labelling natural language texts with thematic
categories from a predefined set, and it is one kind of classic
tasks in NLP field. The research process can be roughly
divided into three phases with the advancement. The earliest
methods were brought up based on pattern [10]–[12], which
automatically classified the text with the help of rules. These
methods are highly dependent on rules and usually can not
deal with complicated problems.

Later, machine learning methods have been applied to
deal with text classification problems. Those methods usually
involve two procedures, namely feature engineering and classi-
fication algorithms. In terms of feature representation, the most
commonly used method is the vector space model [13], also
known as the bag-of-words model. It is an algebraic model
that represents text as an index vector. Other features such
as part-of-speech [14] and noun phrases [15] have also been
introduced. The vector space model, despite its convenience
for computer processing, brings about a problem of high
dimension and sparsity concerning features. In that case, lots
of feature selection methods like mutual information [16] and
information gain [17] and feature extraction methods like
principal component analysis [18], have been introduced to
reduce feature dimension. As for classification algorithms,
many of them have been successfully applied to the text
classification problem, such as SVM [13], naive bayes [19],
decision tree [20], random forest [21], Rocchio [22], etc.

In recent years, with the rise of various text representation
models, deep learning models have made some progress on
text classification tasks [23]. For examples, [24] proposed
using CNN for sentence classification. [25] proposed using
RNN for text classification with multi-tasks learning. Our
baseline model FastText [5] extended word2vec [26] for rep-
resentation learning and text classification. Furthermore, most
deep learning methods learned text representations through
neural language models [27]–[29].

B. Sentence Representation

Learning meaningful sentence representations is the first
step towards the goal of language understanding, which has
attracted a significant amount of research attention. Recently,
many sentence representation approaches based on encoder-
decoder models have been proposed. For examples, [2] pro-
posed the skip-thought vectors model, which were composed
of an encoder RNN mapping the input sentence into a vector
representation and a decoder RNN that sequentially predicts
the words of adjacent sentences. [1] proposed quick-thoughts
which consisted of a RNN encoder and changes the decoder to
a classifier choosing context sentence from a set of candidate
sentences. [30] explored the use of convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) encoders. Their base model used a CNN encoder
and an RNN decoder reconstructing the input sentence as well
as neighboring sentences. The hierarchical version of their
model sequentially reconstructed sentences within a larger
context.

Beyond that, an advantage of auto-encoders over context
prediction models is that they do not require ordered sentences
for learning. [31] bought up a de-noising auto-encoder model
(SDAE) where noise was introduced in a sentence by deleting
words and swapping bi-grams and the decoder is required
to reconstruct the original sentence. [32] learn bag-of-words
representations of sentences by considering a conceptually
similar task of identifying context sentences from candidates
and evaluate their representations on sentence similarity tasks.
[31] introduced the FastSent model which uses a BoW rep-
resentation of the input sentence and predicts the words
appearing in context (and optionally, the source) sentences.
The model is trained to predict whether a word appears in the
target sentences. Meanwhile, [4] demonstrated that focusing
on importance words can enhance semantic representations of
sentences. [33] applied weighted summation of context words
to predict the target word in learning word representations.
Inspired by this work, we propose ICNet(multi-tasks) model,
which predicts the indicator words appearing in the target
sentences.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we put forward a problem of identifying
functional description information from given texts. Here this
target information refers to texts describing the functionality
or performance characteristics of a certain object. Note that
sentences are the most applicable basic units of functional
description information, we reduce the problem to a binary
sentence classification task. In order to deal with the difficulty
of distinguishing description texts from comment texts with
similar semantics in our problem, we introduce indicator
words as the external knowledge. In the mean time, context
sentences are also exploited like many other previous work
did. For the purpose of incorporating them both to learn rich
representations, we propose two models, namely ICNet(multi-
tasks) and ICNet(ensemble). The key difference between them
is that ICNet(multi-tasks) exploits them jointly in a integrated
process of learning representations, while ICNet(ensemble)



exploits them by two respective but concatenated sub-models.
Experimental results on the collected real-world dataset in-
dicate that both our ICNet(multi-tasks) and ICNet(ensemble)
achieve higher F1 scores than baseline methods on this task.
These results well demonstrate the effectiveness of our models.
Additionally, in terms of other sentence classification tasks
that also have contexts to use and pay attention to partially
important words inside sentences as well, our models are of
reference value.
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